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1. The concept of Anomie as a form of sociological interpretation of Crime and 
Delinquency is linked to________

     	      Lloyd Ohlin

     	      Emile Durkheim

     	--->> Robert K. Merton

     	      John Becker

2. Merton noted that the ____ society places enormous emphasis on the pursuit of 
material success.

     	      Ndoki

     	      French

     	      British

     	--->> American

3. Retreatism refers to ___

     	      Conviction

     	      retreat

     	      vigilant

     	--->> dropouts

4. The scholar that wrote the Sociology of Crime and Delinquency is ___

     	      Adegoke

     	      Merton

     	      Thomas

     	--->> Chukwunka

5. According to Mead and Cooley, society is possible because of communication 
involving shared ________
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     	      reasoning

     	      culture

     	      intreaction

     	--->> symbols

6. The Juvenile court is otherwise known as ______ court because of its paternalistic 
philosophy .

     	--->> Family

     	      Corporal

     	      Welfare

     	      Children

7. The depressants otherwise called _____ are drugs that have effects on the brain.

     	      beer

     	      amphetamines

     	      Cocaine

     	--->> sedative

8. This is one of the foundations of interactionist approach _____

     	      Bentham

     	      Becker

     	      Merton

     	--->> Goffman

9. Ã¢â‚¬Å“give a dog a bad nameÃ¢â‚¬Â  means____

     	      Obohia Proverb

     	      Folktale

     	--->> label

     	      bad
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10. The parens patriae doctrine means_____

     	      state as children

     	      state as government

     	--->> state as father

     	      state as mother
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